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INTRODUCTION
Standard search algoritlims, such as the Dijkstra's and the A* algorithms. find the best path by expanding, comparing, and selecting promising partial paths that emerge from the origin towurd the destination of the desired trip [I, 5. 131 . Wc determine whetlicr a partial pith is promising based on the objective h ction for the particular application. e.g., the shortest or the fastest paths for the trips. The literature has seen a wide variety of planning algorithms for these classes of applications in different contexts. III lhis paper, we discuss applications of matrices to the path planning problems when wc are not permitted to m v e absolutely freely in a given area.
Thc standard algorithms seareb for the best solution by gmdually expanding tlie pat11~. For instance, in order to find the best path rmm thc intersection L:, to another intersection Lg in Figurc 1. a typical search algorithmwill consider five partial paths, each from L, to one OF its neighbors. All unselected partial paths and the ncwly generated partial paths m put into a pool. Next the algorithm chooses Uie best current partial path to expand, bascd on the estimations of tlic merits of the partial paths. The algorithm iteratively chooses thc best p'anial patli to expand, and stops when thc chosen partial path happens to lead the traveler fturn the desiied origin lo the desired destination.
Searching the best path in tliis style may work well for situations wherc we ciin choose the route freely such as a driving sccilario. This assuniptioo about autonomy does not always hold howcver. For exainple, trweling by thc public transportation systcnis is clearly a counterexample to such an assumption. As a passcngcr, wc cannot denland the driver to take the path that best incets our wave1 purposes. Consider the service mutes iu 1:igurc 1. Thc partial paths finin L:, to either L3 or L7 should Clno.l.in Lit, LI will, ihe Uel)a~unenl of C:ompuier Sciencc OF National Chcnpbi Uiiiycrsity. ' Taiww. It-rmii: eh;iiilin~,iceaedu.tw.
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A h p l e grid-stylc network with ftve servicc mutes not be generated for considemtion at all because there is no way to travel that way by public buses. More importantly. if uansferring will result in significant costs, L g + should not be considered as good as Ls + Ls because the f o r m e r would need two transfers on the way to Le. Introducing a mechnnism to explicitly model the route. constraints and predict the need to transfer will improve the efficiency of the best-path planning algorithms for public transportation systems.
A good mechanism should demonstrate two important characteristics: simple and coopemrive. To construct a routeinformation service that amwen people's queries, we eaii collect information about the stops served by each service route, the sewice direction, and schedule of each service route in the public transportatiou systems. Given such raw data, a good mechanism should be able to serve, perhaps after some simple pre-compilation of the raw data. Also, we would like to have a route-information service that is able to find the best path where '%est" is determined based on multiple decision factors according to travelers' preferences. Therefore, we should be able to easily integsate the new mechanism for capturing the route constraints with existing algorithms for best-path planning.
In this paper we review the algorithm proposed by Liu and his colleague in the past JEPE ITS conference, discuss why none of their algorithms conform to the simple and cooperative criteria, and propose one new mechaoism that meets the criteria.
Section II formalizes the problem that we will address and the notation that we will Use. Section E l discusses an approach that applies the concept of hierarchical planning to implicitly model the route Constraints. We designate some special locations as hubs where transferring between routes are convenient. The planning algorithm attempt to find a satisfactory solution based on precomputed paths among pre-selected hubs [IO, 111. For comparison purpose, Section IV reviews two methods that explicitly captiue the route constraints hy matrices in dwils [I I]. Section V examines Ihe previously proposed methods, and RTguesthatitisnoteasy to integratethemwi~istandardalgarithms for computing best paths of more complex objective functions. We then look into a better strategy that also employs mabices. This new design avoids the difficulties, and we deinonscate its applications to path plannblg problems using the A* algorithm. Finally, we wrap up this paper with a brief summary and com- 
Dservice(s,t)={rlK(r,t) > K ( r , s ) > O , r E R )
The algorithms discussed in this paper employ some of these three functions. Since these functions depend solely on the route information, we can compute and save the results in a database to speed up the path planning algorithms. When the storage space is a concern, we may also compute these functions on the fly at the expense of computation time.
HUB-DASED PLANNING
In previous work. Liu et al. propose a path planning algorithm that employs ere-selected hubs for path planning under route constraints [IO]. This hubbnsed planning method smack of recent interests iu speeding up pathquery services by precomputing partial solutions for the area of interest, e.g., [7] .
Hubs are locations where several service mutes concentlate, so they provide very good opportunities for service requesters to transfer from one mute to another. hubs again. This also means that we need to set the standards every time we need to have a path planning system for a new application conteXt Furthermore. the selection could become very complicated if we would Like to guarantee a solution for any desired trips. considering the idiosyncracy of the actual services.
IV. MATRICES FOR PATH PLANNING
For both theoretical and practical purposes, we would like to find an approach that minimizes, if not nullifies. human intervention when we apply the approach to a new context. We discuss methods that employ matrices for automatic provision of pathquery services in this section.
A. Adjncency matrices
Adjacency mauices are typical examples for representing graphs with matrices, e.g.. [I] . We set AIJ to 1 only if locations i and j are both adjacent and connected by a common service mute serving from 1 b j. Assume that we assign i to L; in Fig For more complex travels, such as (Y, Z ) , we can rely on higher powers of the connectivity matrix. Locations Y and 2 are served solely by routes R 1 and RZ, respectively. Since Y (I) and Z are not served by a common route and CI,Z = 0, we examine the value of C;,2. and find that it is possible to satisfy the lrip by Note that connectivity matrices offer only Uie possibility of whether we might from One route to another' There are two things that we need to take care of. First, the powers of connectivity matrices might include misleading information. For instance. it is not easy to interpret why C.& = 2 in (2). This is due to the facts that we can transfer fmm R2 to R3(andR4) andfromR3 (andR4) The following conncctivity matrix and its square for the area shown in Figure 2 illustrate the applications and caveat. In these Iiialrices. wc ilssign 1, 2, 3. aid 4 to mutes R1, R2, R3, and R4. rcspmtivcly.
For siinplc cases such as the first and the second cases stated in Algorithm I, we do not need to use connectivity matrices. Otherwisc. wc use thc matrices for connectivity information. For (S, 2)'. sincc there is no direct service, tliealgorithmchecks " . . ".
R2.
The computation of powers of matrices do not take service directions into consideration, so C& = 2 does not reflect the fact that we cannot travel westwards on R 3 and R4. Therefore, when the connectivity matrices show that it is possible to transfer between a pair of routes. we always need to double check the feasibility.
For instance, though C;,* = 2 correctly encodes that there are two ways to transfer from R 1 to R2, the matrices do not tell us how to achieve the desired transfer. Thus, the algorithm needs to compute exactly how one can transfer from one route to another at system design time. These so-called connecting mute functions are important ingredients for speeding up the route-information service system. For instance. we have CR1(R1,R2) = (R3,R4} for the area shown in Figure 2 .
The subscript i to CR indicates the set is for (i + 1)-transfer cases, e.g., C R l ( r l , r 2 ) = {rlr E R,3x E C S ( r , r l ) and 3y E CS(r,r2)suchthatK(r,x) < K(r,y)}.Thepathplanning algorithmfollows. The other problem is about data maintenance.
which rotifcs scrvc thew Iocatioiis, and finds that both R1 and R4 ServC S iuld that R2 servcs 2. Also, the facW that Cl,? = 0 and Cn;2 = I suggest that it is possible to go from S to Z by R4 and R2. This possihility must be vcrified by checking wlielher we ciin go fmin S to ii transfcr location. in this case T, and to Z, and thc imswcr is yes. For (Y, X), although C I ,~ = 1. we cannot In idet,tify travel plans that require any number, say n, of transfers. We just need to prepare C" and CR,,-l(i, j ) for all i and j. fers, this algorithm is also optimal because it can stop whenever it identifies a solution at an early step. Connectivity mnbices on a better tool for path planning under mute constraints than h u h and adjacency matrices. Most importantly, the construction of Algorithm 2 CM be fully automatic. All we need is Uie routing information for individual mutes. Unlike the appmach discussed in Section Ill, there is no need for extra human intervention except the data collection stage. Also, since the number of service mutes is intrinsically much smaller than the number of locations, it is much easier to compute and store connectivity matrices than adjacency matrices in terms of both computation time and storage space.
V. PLANNING WITH TRANSITION MATRICES
Although Algorithm2 leads to fully automatic realization of a path planning system, it is not easy to apply the algorithm to best-path planning where the merits of a path include factors other then the number of transfen. A common example is computing the hest path whose Raveling costs include stochastic travel times [6.8.141.
As one may have noticed, Algorithm 2 biases against paths that require more transfers. Although paths requiring lesser transfers are more likely to be faster paths, there could also be exceptions. To guarantee the optimality of the solution. we could not afford to blindly ignore paths that q u i r e multiple transfers. On the other hand, we might need connectivity matrices of very high dimensions to determine the potential merits of not very viable trnvelplans. Althoughthis is achievable, it could be very computational expensive to do so.
Using the M matrix to guide the best-planning algorithm is more viable than using the connectivity matrices. The M matrix contaius the lower bounds of the number of transfers necessary for traveling between two stops. However, as we will see next that the transition and Q matrices provide more exact information for best-path planning.
A. l7ansirwn marrices
We assign an ordinal number to each location in consideration. Then, we nssign the cell Ti,j of the tmnrition m r u T to be the number of direct routes one may commute from location i to location 1. We set Ti,i to 0 by default. The T shown below is the transition matrix for locations LI through Le in Figure 1 .
We can prove, by induction, that the nlh power of Tencodes the number of ways that we can travel from a location i to another location j by (n -1) transfers, for n > 2. By definition, Tk,1 is the numbr of direct mutes that we can travel from k to j. Also, the standard definition of the nth power of T is
(4)
Using proof hy induction. we can assume that TZ;' is the number of mutes that we can travel from i to j by (n -2) transfers, since this is the case for n = 2. Now, the first term within the summation in (4). T@, is the number of ways that we can travel fmm i to an intermediate location k by (n -2) transfers, and the second term is the number of direct ways that we can travel fmm k to j. Multiplying these two quantities would give us the total number of ways for traveling from i to j and transfer at a particular k by (n -1) transfers. Therefore, summing over all possible k gives U. the total number of ways to travel from i to 1 by (n -1) Ransfen. Qi,, I the minimal n E [ 1, m) such that TG-# 0 It is easy to see that Qi,j encodes the minimal number, i.e., Q i j -1, of transfers necessary for traveling from i to j. Therefore. if Qi,j is verylarge for some 0, j) pairs, we probably need to improve the service for these location pairs. For practical networks. we can expect that Qi,, will not be a large number. Therefore computing and updating the Q matrix should not be a challenging task. Moreover, the calculation of the Q matrix can be c a n i d out at system design time before we put Q into work.
Qij is clearly superior to M x , y defined in Section IV-B. Mx,y is alowerboundof theminimalnumberoftrnnsfernecer. sary for traveling fromX to Y. In contrast, Q x ,~ unambiguously pinpoints the minimal number of transfers for the same trip. there must be Q K < k sac11 that Tti # 0. For instance. T& = 3 is an exaggewtd value, but we have TI,G = 1. so Ql.5 = 1.
B. Pla,mirrg rrrider write corfstrainrs
Since C)i,j encodes the minimal number of transfers necessary for tmvcling from lociitioii i to j, we can apply tlie Q matrix to design ii path planning algorithm as follows. Notice that tlierr is no need to clisk femibility of travel plans as one may need in C P l a r s i~g hecause the (2 matrix provides decisive connection in formaion.
Algorithm 3 (TPlanning) Lrr oand dderiore tlre nimibers assi,qned to rlre origin arid desrifierion. respectively. principle, wc can add morc steps. such as the fourth step, to cope with casx ill which two or more transfers are necessary. Therckm. this algorithm is complete and optimal in tlie sense that it will always find the travel plan tliat requires the least transfen. This TPlarrning algorithm is better than CPlanning because TPinriairig irqiiircs: less checking at run time. thereby providing B perfect basis for determining the effects of routeconstraints on the heuristic estimation h(n).
Trivial ca,ses

C. Irirqration wirlr ~rstc.sr-put11 nlgorithnir
Consider the example in Figure 1 again, where we assign i to Li. We assume. that it is possible to rravel between any location by public buses in the area had we dinwn the whole area, and that Qs is very large if it appears that we cannot go from x to y in tlie grid. Furthermore, for this illustration, we assume that one would like to travel from L1 to LO. and that transferring is very costly. At LI. we would see that Qz.0 = 1 and Q3,s = 3, so Ll -i Lz is preferable to LI --t L3 in terms of number of mnsfers. Next. withour the guidance of the Q matrix, a search algorithm might consider that L1 -+ LZ --t k is better than L, + L2 3 4 because the latter requins an immediate transfer. However, with Q5,0 = 1 and a large QQ, the search algorithm will evaluate these alternatives more wmctly. Also, the facts that = 1 and Qa,s = 3 will be helpful for appropriate comparisoo between Li 3 LZ --t L5 + LB and LI + Lt + Le.
In addition to using the Q matrix to support the wmparison among p'utial paths. We use the K values to support the task of p d a l path generation. Take the task of expanding Ll + Lz + Ls for example. One could have generated five new partial paths. each from Ls to one of its neighbors. Using the facis that K[R2,5) > K(R2,2) and K(R3,5) > K(R3,7), the algorithm will not generate two invalid paths from Ls to Lz and L , .
Notice that the information provided by the Q matrices i s superior to that provided by the M matrice? which we discussed I the end of Section IV-B. The M matrices provide a lower bound of tlie number of needed transfers, so they c m be useful for defining an admissible heuristic. The Q matrices, in contrast, provide the emct minimum number of needed transfers. so they are superior for defining a tighter admissible heuristic.
Computing the fnstest path is not an easy task. It is well known that, when the link travel times are time dependent, traditional search algorithms cannot be applied directly [61. Kauf- man aid Smith find that the Dijkstra's algorithm remains applicable if the transportation network demonsvntes the feature that leaving an origin later will not makeone arrive at the destination earlier [SI. Wellman et al. extend Despite the similarity between the TRC mauices and our vansition matrices, we apply the matrices in different ways. Our algorithm explicitly computes powers of the transition matrices and other related data for better utilization of the static route information, thereby achieving a more efficient planning algorithm. In principle. the T P l m i n g algorithm can easily find travel plans that demand several mnsfers in complex service networks. As a result, we believe that it is relatively easier for us to integrate OUT algorithm with the A* algorithm for path planning in time-dependent stochastic t r a m portation networks. The TRC matrices are more general than the transition matrices. however, in that routes are considered "connected" if stops served by two mutes are within a preselected walking distance. In general. walking can be treated as a service mute with special transfer costs and potentially longer link mvel times, and our algorithms can take walking BS an alternative accordingly.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The transitiou and Q matrices clearly dominate the hub-based and the other matrix-based approaches for path planning under route constraints. HPlanning embracos the concept of hubs for implicitly modeling the route constmints. CPlannirrg and TPlanning, on the other hand, employ matrices for explicitly capturing the route constraints. They embrace. respectively, the connectivity matrices that model the connectivity among service mute? ind the transition matrices that model the connectivity among locatiotls. In addition to their applications for path planning problems, we can apply the connectivity and transition matrices to service planning problems. We identify matrices, M and Q respectively, that help us to gauge the quality of service in the network.
Both CPlanning and TPlanning are better than HPlanning partially because they do not need extra human intervention for implementing a pathquery service. TPlunning is considered to bewen better than CPlanning. The formerrequires less amount of feasibility checking at run time, although both are good for computing travel plans tliat require the least transfers. The Q matrices are better than the M matrices for best-path planning.
The Q matrices provides the ughtest lower bound on the transfer costs. Therefore. the Q matrices offer a very good solution to path planning with mute constraints using the A* algorithm. Finally, although we have presented the planning algorithms for public transportation systems. The basic ideas can be n p plied to any muting pmhlems where the service routes are consuained.
